here are flirt of a larger study by the authors.
The I I I subjects in the stud\ ineluded all the pupils in five first-grade classrooms in three school systems for whom complete data were available.
I'he children in two classrooms
Croups 1 and 2 attended a rural school in central Indiana. These children, who had had no kindergarten experience, were treated as one class in the analysis. These two groups had thirty-eight children for whom we had all data for the larger study.
The children in two other classrooms Croups 3 and 4 lived in a large industrial city in Michigan. The twentv4ir children in ( ;Foul) 3 came from a largely middle-class area. The twenty-seven pupils in Group 4 came from a lower-middle-to an upper- In these responses the children were placing a valuational emphasis on why they wanted to learn how to read.
This category included such responses as "It's good," "It's fun," or "It's best to." Category 6: Identification. Responses in this category included elements of identification with a parent, an older sibling, or some other individual who was readingAmong the responses placed in this category were "So I can be grown like my sister," "Because I want to read letters like my mom," "My big sister reads some books," A enniparitiOn WAS Made of children x\ hose responses fell in Categories I and 2 on 1)(1111 CategiWIZed questions. Only ten children made no resp(mse or a V:Igtie, 111C;111111VICY; response to both categorised qiiesti()ns. Thus, fortyeight children replied with either an "I don't know" or with vague, meaningless terms to one question but not to both questions. Ve interpret these results to mean that the children interviewed were trying to give a thoughtful response, but without success. Indeed, with both Categorived questums, there were fewer "1 don't knoW" 'answers than vague, circular, or irrelevant answers. "I don't know" responses and vague responses are considered actual responses, not artifacts of the testing situation.
Because of the limitations of sampling procedures and the limitations of the study in general, we approach interpretation cautiously and suggest the reader do likewise. The first and most striking observation has to do with the per cent of responses in Category 1 and Category 2 by the children who had not attended kindergarten. The proportion of these children who gave no response, an "I don't know" response or a vague, meaningless reply was far higher than that in any of the other groups. Although we cannot ascribe 1 causal influenec to kindergarten experience, it would appear that kindergarten may help children understand what is expected in school ("What must you do to learn !-gow to read in first grade?") as well as help develop some pupose Ow learning to read (" \A/1'y do) you want to learn how to) read"?) .
It is worth noting that a loalrfil of all these entering first-graders could express no logical, meaningful purpose for learning to read and a third of the children had no idea how it was to he 11COMplished. The need for helping pupils see a reason for learning to read and for gaining sonic insight into how it is going to he accomplished becomes apparent. Most research on learning supports the proposition that it helps the child to learn if he knows the reason for a learning situation' and sees a purpose in a task. Inasmuch as reading is not nonsense learning, but a complex mental process, it may be important to identify it as such and to help beginners establish purposes for wanting to learn to read. It also becomes important to find out whether expressed motivations have any effect on later achievement in learning to read. Our partial analysis of data raises a crucial question we hope to pursue in our larger study (I).
We stress the fact that the proportion of obedience-oriented responses was comparatively constant and high in all our groups. Possibly this response shows the influence homes that view obedience as most important in achieving success in school in general and in reading in particular. An READING 447 almost equal per cent of pupils see some action' on their part, however vague the action, as essential to learning to read.
Again, questions need to) be asked.
Is the understanding that one must take sonic responsibility for learning to) read important to later achievement? Or is the idea that one learns to read by heir!! obedient the more im potant one for children to hold, since it is rewarded in many ways? Do the children \A Ito express obedience-oriented concepts of how reading is learned, themselves at on this concept Almost three-fourths of the meaningful responses to the question "Why do you want to learn how to read?" fell into two categories: Intrinsic; Perform the Act or ( ;oal-seeking ("pass in school," "become smart") . 'Hie fact that 42 per cent of these eategorizable responses fell into Category 3 seems gratifying to us: children want to learn to read so t!lat they can do sonic thing with reading. \le wonder Avhethe children who express an identification motive for wanting to learn. to read see reading as a way of growing up.
(group 5, our all-Negro sample, had the highest proportion of goal-seeking responses to the question "Why do you want to learn how to read?" That is, Group 5 accounted for proportionately more of the "So I can pass into second grade," "So I can be smart" type of response than any other gro'up did. Group 5 also had smaller proportions of responses in Categories l and 2 (m b()111 questions. kVlien asked "kk'hat do 'ou have to do to learn to read in first grade?" pupils in (Troup
